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PDF Voice Readers are handy for the users as they have the ability to read out texts into voices, and moreover, they can even read
out the voice format files to the users. If you search on the Internet, you will find that there are several PDF Voice readers for Windows
10/8/7 so it can often be confusing to find the best PDF Voice Readers.

PDF Voice Readers for Windows 10
In this article, we will inform you about the top five free PDF Voice Readers for Windows 10 so that you don’t get confused while
searching on the Internet. Go through the alternatives and select the best one according to your preferences.
1. Adobe Acrobat Reader
2. Read Aloud
3. Power Text to Speech Reader
4. Acapelabox
5. Balabolka
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Adobe Acrobat Reader is a top-class PDF Voice Reader, which is available at free of cost so you can easily download this software
from the Internet. This is a very popular software hence you will find Adobe Acrobat Reader in most Computers.
The installation procedure of this software is straightforward, and it also has a user-friendly interface hence, it is very easy to operate
Adobe Acrobat Reader even if you are using this software for the first time.
It supports various file formats like PDF, DOC, HTML, etc. which is one of the main advantages of this PDF Voice Reader. With the
help of this software if you want to read a portion of paragraph you need go to the “View” option and then select the “Read Out Loud”
option, which is present at the bottom of the list, or you can even press the shortcut CTRL+SHIFT+Y in order to listen to a portion of
the passage. Download Adobe Acrobat Reader from the homepage.
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Read Aloud is free software and is developed by Microsoft. This software has various amazing features out of which the primary
Menu
x
feature is the conversion process of text to voice format. Read Aloud supports several formats like Word, Epub, TXT, DOCX, etc. other
HomePDF format. Moreover, this software can also handle webpages as well.
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Just like Acrobat Reader, this software also has a straightforward interface so anyone can use this software irrespective of the fact
whether he/she is experienced or not. This is highly customizable, and hence, you can easily control volume, speed, pitch rate, fonts,
and color scheme.
Some other features of Read Aloud include pronunciation editor through which you can change the way a word sounds, and it also
contains an inbuilt dictionary and a clipboard manager, which helps to move text around and understand what they mean. Download
Read Aloud from Microsoft Store.

3] Power Talk Speech Reader

Power Talk to Speech Reader is high-quality, user-friendly software that can store the voice file after converting the text file so that you
can listen to the audio afterward, which is one of the main advantages of this PDF Voice Reader.
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Another exciting feature of this software includes the fact that you can not only listen to the PDF files but also convert the text files into
MP3 or WAV format and hence you can easily carry the MP3 or WAV format files in your Pen Drives. Power Talk to Speech Reader
can be easily downloaded from the Internet as it is available free of cost.
Apart from Windows 10 machines, you can also use this Software on Windows 7 and Windows 8 machines with the help of a plug-in.
Moreover, you can also use it to listen to long emails rather than reading the mails. It also comes with several voices to choose from so
you can select the voice according to your choices. Download Power Talk to Speech Reader from Sourceforge.
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Acapelabox is not a Windows-based software, but it can be an appropriate alternative because you can easily access this online
website from your Windows computer.

The number 1 choice for sound engineers
everywhere. Download audio editor free.

OPEN

Similar to some of the above-mentioned PDF Voice Readers Acapelabox also has a straightforward beginner-friendly interface so you
can easily work on this website irrespective of the fact whether you are an experienced user or a beginner.
One of the main advantages of using this online website is to translate text to voice. On this website, you will be able to directly copy
and paste your text to listen to the audio. Another exciting fact about this tool is that it is completely ad-free.
Moreover, it also comes with free language options, and it is mainly helpful for those people who are looking for different accents as
some foreign accents can be challenging to understand. Use Acapelabox here.
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Balabolka is a Windows-based PDF Voice Reader, which utilizes Microsoft Speech API4 files to synthesize speech. Usually, Microsoft
SAPI is bundled with Windows, but if it is not bundled, then it can be downloaded easily.
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It is compatible with PDF, DOC, RTF, HTML, and several other file formats. However, for unsupported formats, you can still copy and
paste the text directly on the Balabolka window. It can save the converted file in a variety of formats, including MP3, WAV, and WMA,
etc.
This PDF Voice Reader is highly customizable as a result, you can change skins, and moreover, it also helps you to download more
voices from the Internet. Download Balabokla from the homepage.
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As promised at the beginning of this article, we have listed the top 5 PDF Voice Readers for Windows. We have tried to cover all the
essential features through these options.
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